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In this paper we consider optimal control of stochastic semilinear equations with
Lipschitz continuous drift and cylindrical noise. We show existence and uniqueness
Ž .up to an additive constant of solutions to the stationary Hamilton]Jacobi equa-
tion associated with the cost functional given by the asymptotic average per unit
time cost. As a consequence we find the optimizing controls given in the feedback
form. To obtain these results we prove also some new results on the transition
semigroups of semilinear diffusion acting in the spaces of continuous function with
the weighted sup norms and on the optimal control of semilinear diffusions for the
discounted cost functional. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to study the ergodic control problem for a class
of stochastic evolution equations of semilinear type. The basic example we
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have in mind is the following reaction-diffusion equation
¡ 2 2› X › X › W
t , z s t , z q g X t , z y u q t , z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . t2› t › t ›z›z~ 1.1Ž .
X t , 0 s X t , 1 s 0,Ž . Ž .¢X 0, z s x z , 0 F z F 1, t G 0,Ž . Ž .
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions. The process W is a space-time
white noise and g : R “ R is a Lipschitz mapping. By u we denote thet
control which should be chosen so as to minimize the ergodic cost function
1 T
V x , u s lim inf E f X t , ? q h u dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hx , u tž /TT“‘ 0
Ž . Ž .where X t, ? is a solution to 1.1 in a suitable function space. The
existence of optimal ergodic controls for stochastic semilinear equations
w x w xhas been studied in 18 and in 17 for the case of boundary controls. In
this paper we show existence and uniqueness of solutions to the corre-
Ž .sponding Hamilton]Jacobi equation 1.3 and thereby obtain the unique
optimal control given in the feedback form. The only result of this type in
w xthe infinite dimensional framework we are aware of is 26 , where the
affine case is considered.
Ž .In the present work equation 1.1 is reformulated and generalized to a
stochastic evolution equation
'dX s AX q F X y u dt q Q dW ,Ž .Ž .t t t t t 1.2Ž .½ X s x g X , t G 0,0
Ž Ž .in a separable Hilbert space X for details concerning 1.2 see Section 2
.below . In the case of one dimensional space X the ergodic control
Ž . w xproblem for 1.2 has been solved in 22 and later extended to any finite
w x Ž w x .dimensions in 4 see also 1, 3 and references therein . In order to solve
the ergodic control problem for the case dim X s ‘ we will take a classical
approach exploited in the aforementioned papers. Namely, we will use the
Dynamic Programming Principle combined with the recent results on
transition semigroups of infinite dimensional diffusions to show that there
Ž . Ž .exists a unique up to an additive constant smooth solution ¤ , l to the
associated Hamilton]Jacobi equation
1




where H denotes the Hamiltonian of the problem and D stands for the
Frechet derivative. Then l gives the optimal cost of the ergodic controlÂ
Ž Ž ..problem and DH D¤ ? is the unique optimal feedback control.
Ž .In the finite dimensional case methods of solving 1.3 are relatively well
Ž .developed. Usually Eq. 1.3 is approximated by a sequence of the station-
ary Hamilton]Jacobi equations
1
2 ² :a ¤ s tr QD ¤ x q Ax q F x , D¤ x q f x y H D¤ xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .a a a a2
1.4Ž .
on bounded domains. Then by the use of appropriate Sobolev-type esti-
Ž w x .mates and compact imbeddings see 2, 3 and references therein it is
y1² :shown that for a tending to zero a ¤ “ l and ¤ y a ¤ , 1 convergesa a a
Ž . ² :to the solution ¤ of 1.3 , where ¤ , 1 is the average with respect to ana
w xappropriate invariant measure. For example, in the important paper 2 the
problem in the whole space is approximated by a sequence of Neumann
problems on bounded domains for which, due to the local Sobolev imbed-
ding theorems, uniform estimates can be found. Unfortunately, results of
this type are not available in infinite dimensions. Another approach is to
use the powerful theory of viscosity solutions. Again, in infinite dimension
serious problems arise if we want to apply the method of viscosity solutions
Ž .to the case when the noise in Eq. 1.2 is cylindrical, or equivalently, when
Ž .the operator Q in 1.3 has infinite trace. Recently a rapid progress has
w x w xbeen made in this direction, see 25 and 20 , mainly for the case of
commuting A and Q with the discrete spectra. This method, however,
does not yield differentiability of solution and the construction of optimal
control needs additional work.
w xIn this paper we take an approach initiated in 5 , where the method of
mild solution has been used to prove existence and uniqueness of the C1
solution to a parabolic Hamilton]Jacobi equation. Later this method has
Ž w x .been extended to the stationary case see 19 and references therein . Our
w x Ž .point of departure is the paper 19 , where the solution 1.4 is defined as
solution to the integral equation
‘
ya s ² :¤ x s e R f q F , D¤ y H D¤ x dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ha s a a
0
and, if exists, is by definition a Frechet differentiable function. In theÂ
Ž . Ž Ž ..above formula R f x s Ef Z x stands for the transition semigroup ofs s
the Ornstein]Uhlenbeck process Z defined as
t 'Z x s S t x q S t y s Q dW .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht s
0
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w x Ž .In 19 the existence and uniqueness of solutions to 1.4 is proved under
the assumption that f and F are bounded and uniformly continuous and F
and H are Lipschitz mappings. It is shown also that ¤ may be identifieda
Ž .with the optimal cost for the problem of optimal control of 1.1 with
Ž .discounted cost functional and then DH D¤ provides the unique opti-a
mizing control. In our paper we prove similar results for the case of
polynomially bounded f and the mapping F of linear growth. We show
also that the optimal control is stabilizing and the closed loop equation has
Ž .a unique invariant measure. We require, however, that S t is a stable
semigroup of contractions. F is dissipative and Gateaux differentiable, and
Q is boundedly invertible. Moreover, we need to assume that controls take
Ž .values in a sufficiently small bounded set. Note that in Eq. 1.1 A and Q
satisfy the required conditions. An immediate consequence of these as-
Ž .sumptions is that the process Z has a unique invariant measure m andt
the rate of convergence to invariant measure is exponential. Another
consequence is that the Bismut]Elworthy formula in the version proved in
w x14 holds for the transition semigroup of the semilinear equation
'dY s AY q F Y dt q Q dW . 1.5Ž . Ž .Ž .t t t t
Next, using the ergodic properties of the Ornstein]Uhlenbeck semigroup
R , dissipativity of F and the Bismut]Elworthy formula we show thatt
5 5sup D¤ - ‘. Then the compactness result applied in the spacea ) 0 a
2Ž . Ž .L H, m allows us to show that Eq. 1.3 has a solution. Finally, the
Dynamic Programming Principle combined again with the ergodic proper-
ties of the considered diffusion processes yields uniqueness of solutions
Ž .to 1.3 .
Ž . Ž .In this paper the Hamilton]Jacobi equations 1.3 and 1.4 are consid-
ered in the spaces of uniformly continuous and polynomially increasing
functions. However, an important ingredient of our proofs are the proper-
Ž . Ž Ž ..ties of the Ornstein]Uhlenbeck semigroup R f x s E Z x in thet t
Ž Ž ..Sobolev spaces built on the invariant measure of the process Z x . Lett
w xus mention here the recent work 13 , where the Hamilton]Jacobi equa-
Ž .tion 1.3 is studied solely in the Gauss]Sobolev spaces.
Let us describe briefly the content of the paper. In Section 2 we present
some auxiliary results. In Sections 3 and 4 we discuss the properties of the
Ornstein]Uhlenbeck semigroup and the transition semigroup of the semi-
linear equation in the spaces of polynomially bounded and uniformly
continuous functions. Some results of these section related to the charac-
terization of generators of these semigroups are of independent interest.
Ž .In Section 5 we prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions to 1.4
Ž .and in Section 6 the existence and uniqueness of solutions to 1.3 .
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2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND
AUXILIARY RESULTS
Consider an equation
'dX s AX q F X y u dt q Q dW ,Ž .Ž .t t t t t 2.1Ž .
X s x g X , t G 0,0
Ž .in a separable Hilbert space X , where A: dom A “ X generates a
Ž . Ž .strongly continuous semigroup S ? on X , W is a cylindrical Wienert
Ž Ž . .process on X defined on a probability space V, F, F , P . The operatort
Ž . Ž .Q is bounded and symmetric on X and Q G 0. Conditions A1 ] A4 given
below are always assumed to be satisfied throughout the paper and the
results will be enunciated without recalling them.
Ž .A1 The operator Q is boundedly invertible, and for a certain
v ) 0
yv tS t F e .Ž .
Moreover, for a certain T ) 0 and g ) 0
T 2ygt S t dt - ‘,Ž .H HS
0
5 5where ? denotes the Hilbert]Schmidt norm of an operator.HS
Ž .A2 The mapping F is Lipschitz continuous and Gateaux differen-
tiable. Moreover, there exists b g R such that
5 5 2² :DF x y , y F b y , x , y g X .Ž .
The control u is an X-valued progressively measurable process. It is said to
5 5 2be admissible if sup u - ‘. We say that u g U for a certain r ) 0sG 0 s r
5 5 2if u is admissible and sup u F r. It is convenient to choose controlsG 0 s
Ž .in the feedback form, that is, u s u X , whereÄt t
Äu g U s g : X “ X : g x F r for all x g X , g Borel measurable . 4Ž .Ä r
Ž .In this case 2.1 takes the form
'dX s AX q F X y u X dt q Q dW ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ät t t t t 2.2Ž .
X s x g X , t G 0.0
In further considerations r will be fixed and for simplicity of notation we
Ä Äwill write U and U instead of U and U , respectively.r r
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ÄThe main problem we are going to deal with is to find a control u g UÃ
such that




V x , u s lim inf E f X q h u dt 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hx , u t tTT“‘ 0
is the ergodic cost functional. In order to determine u we will need toÃ
Äsolve the discounted cost problem: for every a ) 0 find u g U such thatÃa




ya tV x , u s E e f X q h u dt. 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ha x , u t t
0
We assume the following conditions.
Ž .A3 There exists m G 0 such that the function f : X “ R enjoys0
the property
f xŽ .
sup - ‘.2 m05 51 q xxgX
Moreover, the function
f xŽ .
x “ 2 m05 51 q x
is uniformly continuous.
Ž .A4 The function h: B “ R is convex, lower semicontinuous andr q
bounded, where
5 5 4B s x g X : x F r , r ) 0.r
Moreover, the Hamiltonian of the problem given by the formula
² :H x s sup y , x y h yŽ . Ž .Ž .
5 5y Fr
is continuously differentiable.
Ž . Ž .We say that a predictable process X is a solution to 2.1 if for allt
t G 0
t




t t 'X s S t x q S t y s F X y u ds q S t y s Q dW .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Ht s s s
0 0
Ä Ä Ä Äw x Ž Ž . .For details see 15 . If there exists a filtered probability space V, F, F , Pt
ÄŽ .and a cylindrical Wiener process W on it such that the predictablet
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž Ž . .process X defined on V, F, F , P satisfies the equationt t
t t Ä'X s S t x q S t y s F X y u X ds q S t y s Q dWŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÄH Ht s s s
0 0
Ž .then we say that Eq. 2.2 has a weak solution.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. For e¤ery u g U Eq. 2.1 has a unique continuous
Ž .solution X. Furthermore, Eq. 2.2 has a unique weak solution for each
Ä Ž .u g U. The solution to 2.2 induces a Marko¤ Feller process in X .Ä
Proof. If u ’ 0 then the proposition follows from Theorem 7.13 int
w x Ž .15 . The proof for 2.1 is an easy modification. Let Y be a unique mild
solution of the equation
'dX s AX q F X dt q Q dW ,Ž .Ž .t t t t
X s x g X , t G 0.0
Ž .Then the weak solution for 2.2 is obtained by an absolutely continuous
Ž .change of measure applied to the solution Y of 2.2 . The change of
measure is defined by the Girsanov exponential
1 2T Ty1r2 y1r2r s exp y Q u Y , dW y Q u Y ds .² :Ž . Ž .Ä ÄH HT s s sž /20 0
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that v ) b. Then for each p G 0 there exist positi¤e
Ž . Ž .constants C p and C p such that for all x g X1 2
5 5 2 p 5 5 2 psup sup E X F C p 1 q x 2.5Ž . Ž .Ž .x ,u t 1
t)0 ugU
and for e¤ery T ) 0
5 5 2 p 5 5 2 psup E sup X F C p 1 q x . 2.6Ž . Ž .Ž .x , u t 2
tFTugU
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that F is dissipative,
that is, b F 0. Indeed, if b ) 0 then we may replace A and F with A q b
1 Ž . Ž .and F y b , respectively. For f g L R , X let y ?, f be a solution toloc q
the equation
t
y t , f s S t x q S t y s F f q y s, f ds, t G 0, 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
and let
t tÄ 'Z t s y S t y s u ds q S t y s Q dW .Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hs s
0 0
Ž .In view of A1 standard estimates for stochastic integrals yield
2 pÄsup E Z t - ‘, p G 0.Ž .
t)0
Ä ÄŽ Ž .. Ž .Hence X s y t, Z ? q Z t and therefore it suffices to show that fort
certain C , C ) 01 2
2 p 2 pÄ 5 5sup E y t , Z ? F C x q C . 2.8Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 2
t)0
To this end we first use the Yosida approximations of F and then,
Ž .proceeding in a similar way as in the proof of existence of solutions to 2.7
Ž w x.cf. 15 , we obtain
t2 p 2 py12 py2 pv t y2 pv Ž tys.5 5y t , f F e x q e 2 p F f s y s, f ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
2.9Ž .
Now, assume that inequality
2 py1r2 2 py1r2Ä 5 5sup E y t , Z F C x q C 2.10Ž .Ž . 3 4
t)0
holds for some C , C ) 0. For3 4
2 p y 1r2 q
q s , q9 s
2 p y 1 q y 1
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Ž .we have by 2.10
1rq92 p q9t2 py2 pv t y2 pv Ž tys.Ä Ä5 5E y t , Z F e x q C e F Z sŽ .Ž . Ž .H5 ž /
0
=
1rq2 py1r2ÄE y s, Z dsŽ .ž /
5 5 2 pF C x q C3 4
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus 2.5 is proved by induction. To show 2.6 , note that 2.9 implies
2 p 2 py12 p5 5sup y t , f F k x q k sup F f t y t , f ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2
tFT tFT
thus
2 p Ä5 5E sup X F E k q sup y t , ZŽ .x , u t x , u 3ž /
tFT tFT
1rq9




2 py1r2ÄE sup y t , Z ,Ž .ž /
tFT
Ž .where q, q9 are the same as above. The proof of 2.6 is again completed
by induction.
We are going to work in weighted spaces of continuous function which
are defined as follows. Let
2
r x s , m s 0, 1, . . .Ž .m 2 m5 51 q x
and let Y be a Banach space. For a function f : X “ Y we define the
norm
5 5f s sup r x f x .Ž . Ž .Ž .m m
xgX
Ž .The space BUC X , Y is defined as the Banach space of functions f:m
5 5X “ Y such that f - ‘ and r f is uniformly continuous. If Y s Rm m
Ž . Ž .then we write BUC X and if m s 0 we write BUC X . If f : X “ Y is km
times Frechet differentiable with r Dkf uniformly continuous then weÂ m
define
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 k 5f s f q Df q ??? q D fk , m m m m
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k Ž .  Ž . 5 5 4 Ž .and BUC X s f g BUC X : f - ‘ . If T : BUC X “k , mm m m
Ž . 5 5BUC X is a bounded operator then its norm is denoted by T . Letmm
f x y f yŽ . Ž .
5 5 5 5f s f q sup , u g 0, 1 ,Ž .u 0 u5 5x y yx/ygX
Ž .denote the Holder norm of the function f in BUC X . The spaceÈ
u 5 5C X s f g BUC X : f - ‘ , 4Ž . Ž . u
5 5endowed with the norm ? , is a Banach space continuously imbeddedu
Ž . w x Ž Ž . 1Ž ..into BUC X . It has been shown in 6 that BUC X , BUC X su , ‘
u Ž . Ž Ž . 1Ž .. ŽC X , where BUC X , BUC X is a real interpolation space foru , ‘
w x .definition and basic properties see 6 and references therein . It is easy to
see that the operator
1
Tf s f , f g BUC X ,Ž .
rm
Ž . Ž .defines an isometry of BUC X onto BUC X and an isomorphism ofm
1Ž . 1 Ž .BUC X onto BUC X . Letm
Cu X s T Cu X .Ž . Ž .Ž .m
Ž . u Ž .LEMMA 2.3. For e¤ery u g 0, 1 the space C X is isomorphic tom
Ž Ž . 1 Ž ..BUC X , BUC X .m m u , ‘
w xProof. The lemma follows from 6 and the definition of the space
1Ž Ž . Ž ..BUC X , BUC X .m m u , ‘
Let m be a centered Gaussian measure on X with the covariance
2Ž .operator C. The norm in the space L X , m will be denoted by
225 5f s f x m dx .Ž . Ž .m H
X
k Ž . 2Ž .Clearly BUC X ; L X , m with the continuous and dense embedding.m
1Ž .For f g BUC X we define the norm
22 25 5 5 5f s f q Df x m dx .Ž . Ž .1, m m H
X
1Ž . 5 5 2Ž .The closure of BUC X in the norm ? is a subspace of L X , m andm
1, 2Ž .will be denoted by W X , m .
We finish this section with a version of the Gronwall-type inequality
w xgiven in 21 .
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LEMMA 2.4. Assume that for t ) 0
t ybyat yb yaŽ tys.j t F c e t q c e t y s j s ds, 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 2
0
Ž .where j G 0 is locally integrable, b g 0, 1 and a, c , c ) 0. If a )1 2
Ž Ž ..1r bc G b , where G denotes the Euler Gamma function, then2
j t F c g t t-a.e.Ž . Ž .1
1Ž .for a certain function g g L 0, ‘ .
Ž . at Ž . Ž .Proof. Set u t s e j t . By 2.11
c j sŽ .t1
u t F q c ds, t ) 0.Ž . H2b bt 0 t y sŽ .
w x Ž Ž ..1r bBy Lemma 7.1.1 in 21 , for any u , 0 - u - c G b , there exists a2
constant c ) 0 such that0
1 t yb u Ž tys. ybu t F c q c t y s e s ds .Ž . Ž .H1 0bž /t 0
Ž . Ž .Therefore u t F c g t with1
t ybyat yb Žuya.Ž tys. yas ybg t s c e t q c e t y s e s dsŽ . Ž .H0 0ž /0
1Ž .and the Young inequality yields g g L 0, ‘ .
3. ORNSTEIN]UHLENBECK SEMIGROUP
In this section we consider a linear equation
'dZ s AZ dt q Q dWt t t 3.1Ž .
Z s x , t G 0.0
Ž .We recall below basic properties of solutions to 3.1 and its transition
w x Ž .semigroup; for details see 15 . The solution to 3.1 is given by the formula





Q s S t QS* t dt , t F ‘.Ž . Ž .Ht
0
Ž .If A1 holds then Q is well defined and nuclear for all t F ‘; hence thet
Ž .process Z is well defined and Gaussian and for every t G 0 and x g Xt
Ž Ž . .the random variable Z has Gaussian distribution N S t x, Q . For at t
bounded Borel function f : X “ R we define the transition semigroup of
the Ornstein]Uhlenbeck process
R f x s E f Z .Ž . Ž .t x t
Ž . Ž . y1r2 Ž .Condition A1 implies that the operator G t s Q S t is bounded ont
X and for a certain c ) 0
c
xG t - , t g 0, 1 . 3.2Ž . Ž Ž .'t
It follows that the function R f is Frechet differentiable on X ,Ât
² : y1r2DR f x , y s G t y , Q z f S t x q z m dz² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ht t t
X
for all x, y g X and
DR f x F G t sup f z .Ž . Ž . Ž .t
zgX
Moreover, the centered Gaussian measure m with the covariance operator
Q is a unique and nondegenerate invariant measure for the semigroup‘
Ž . Ž .R . Finally, the semigroup R is a strongly continuous semigroup oft t
2Ž .contractions in the space L X , m . Let
2 2 ² :L X , m s f g L X , m : f , 1 s 0 .Ž . Ž . 4m0
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Assume A1 . Then the following holds.
Ž . Ž .a For e g 0, 1
‘ 1qe
G t dt - ‘.Ž .H
0
Ž .b For e¤ery a G 0 the operator
‘
ya tT s e R dtH t
0
2 Ž .is well defined and compact in L X , m .0
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Ž .c For e¤ery a G 0 the operator
‘
ya tDT s e DR dtH t
0
2Ž . 2Ž .is well defined and compact from L X , m into L X , m; X .
Ž . Ž .Proof. a Note first that by A1
im Q1r2 s im Q1r2 , t ) 0.Ž . Ž .t ‘
Ž . Ž . y1r2 Ž . Ž . y1r2 1r2Hence G t s B t Q S t with the operator B t s Q Q‘ t ‘
< < Ž .1r2 5 Ž .5bounded and using the notation T s T*T we find that G t s
5 < Ž . < y1r2 Ž .5 w x < Ž . < Ž Ž . U Ž ..y1r2B* t Q S t . By the result in 11 B* t s I y S t S t ,‘ 0 0
Ž . 5 Ž .5 yl twhere S t is a C -semigroup on X enjoying the property S t F e0 0 0
² Ž . U Ž . :for a certain l ) 0. Moreover, the function t “ S t S t x, x is de-0 0
Ž .creasing for every x g X . Hence, taking 3.2 into account
‘‘ kq11q« 1qe
G t dt s G t dtŽ . Ž .ÝH H
0 kks0
‘
1 1qey1r2s B* s q k Q S s q k dsŽ . Ž .Ý H ‘
0ks0
‘
1 1qe 1qey1r2F B* s Q S s S k dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý H ‘
0ks0
‘ 1qe2c 11 1qeyv Ž1qe .kF e G s ds FŽ .Ý H yv Ž1qe .1 y e 1 y e0ks0
Ž .and a follows.
Ž . w xb It is enough to consider the case a s 0. By the result in 10 the
Ž . 2Ž . w xsemigroup R is compact in L X , m and by the result from 12t
5 5 2 2 yl tR F e .L “ Lt 0 0
Ž .Hence b follows easily.
Ž . w xc Again, we may assume a s 0. By the result in 10 the operator
2Ž . 2Ž .DR : L X , m “ L X , m; X is compact for every t ) 0. Sincet
2 25 5 5 Ž .5 Ž .DR F G t , a yields the desired result.L “ Lt
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Ž . Ž .We will consider now the semigroup R in the space BUC X usingt m
w x Ž .the ideas introduced in 7, 8 . Note that A1 yields
1 1 b2 m
R x s 1 q S t x q y m dy F 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht tž /ž /r 2 r xŽ .Xm m
Ž .with b s b m, a, Q ) 0 independent of t.
Ž .In the lemma below we collect some properties of the semigroup R int
Ž .BUC X .m
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.2. a For e¤ery t G 0 R is a bounded operator on BUC X .t m
Moreo¤er, for some constants d , d ) 01 2
5 5M s sup R - ‘, 3.4Ž .mt
tG0
5 5 5 5DR f F d G t f , t ) 0, 3.5Ž . Ž .m mt 1
225 5 5 5D R f F d G t f , t ) 0. 3.6Ž . Ž .m mt 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .b For e¤ery m G 0 and u g 0, 1 there exists C u ) 0 such that
5 5 5 5DR f F C u M t f 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž .u , m mt u
Ž . Ž 5 Ž .5.u 5 Ž .5 1Ž .with M t s 1 q G t G t . Moreo¤er, M g L 0, ‘ for u smallu u
enough.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c Let f ; BUC X be a sequence con¤erging to f g BUC Xn m m
5 5uniformly on compacts and such that sup f - ‘. Thenmn G 1 n
5 5sup R f - ‘. Moreo¤er,mnG1 t n
lim R f x s f x and lim R f x s R f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .t t n t
n“‘t“0
uniformly on compacts.
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .Proof. Parts a and c were proved in 7 . Then a and Lemma 2.3
yield for every m ) 0
5 5 5 5u 5 51yuDR f F C u DR f DR fŽ .u , m 1, m mt t t
22 1yuu 1yu5 5 5 5F C u G t q G t f G t fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . m m
5 5s C u M t fŽ . Ž . mu
1Ž .and for u small enough M g L 0, ‘ by Lemma 3.1.u
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Ž .For f g BUC X and a ) 0 we define an operator
‘
ya tJ f x s e R f x dt.Ž . Ž .Ha t
0
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.3. a For e¤ery a ) 0 the operator J extends to aa
Ž .bounded operator on BUC X andm
M
5 5J F .ma a
Moreo¤er, for a , b ) 0 the resol¤ent identity holds:
J y J s b y a J J .Ž .a b b a
Ž . Ž .b There exists in BUC X a closed operator L such that J f sm m a
Ž .y1 Ž .a y L f for e¤ery a ) 0 and f g BUC X .m m
Proof. We have
‘ M
ya t 5 5sup r x J f x F sup e r x R f x dt F fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H mm a m t a0xgX xgX
Ž .which proves the first estimate in a . The resolvent identity follows from
Ž . Ž .standard computation. The proof of b follows immediately from a and
w xTheorem 1 of 27, p. 216 .
Ž . Ž .The semigroup R is not strongly continuous in BUC X and nott m
even measurable. Hence, we cannot define the generator of this semigroup
by the standard formula
R f y ft
Lf s lim ,
tt“0
where the convergence is understood in the sense of the norm topology on
Ž . Ž . w xBUC X see, however, Lemma 3.5 below . Instead, we will follow 7 andm
Ž .use the resolvent of the semigroup R in order to define the generator.t
DEFINITION 3.4. The operator L will be called a generator of them
Ž . Ž .semigroup R acting in the space BUC X .t m
w x Ž . Ž .Following 9 we say that a sequence f ; BUC X , Y is K-conver-n m
gent to f if
5 5sup f - ‘ and lim f x s f xŽ . Ž .mn n
n“‘nG1
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Ž .uniformly on compact subsets of X . Hence, Lemma 3.2 b says that for
Ž .every t G 0 the operator R is K-continuous on BUC X and R f ist m t
K-convergent to f for t tending to zero.
Ž .For f g BUC X we define the space
2 25 5 5 5D s f g BUC X : f q tr D f q DfŽ . Ž .0 00 0
² :q ? , A*Df - ‘40
and the operator
1
2 ² :Af x s tr QD f x q Ax , Df x , f g D .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 02
Ž .If f g D then Af g BUC X for all m s 0, 1, . . . . The operator A with0 m
w xthe domain D has been introduced in 9 .0
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.5. The generator L of the semigroup R in BUC X enjoysm t m
the following properties.
Ž . Ž .i If f g dom L then for all x g Xm
R f x y f xŽ . Ž .t
lim s L f x .Ž .mtt“0
Ž . Ž .ii The operator L is K-closed and dom L is K-dense inm m
Ž .BUC X .m
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii For e¤ery f g dom L there exists a sequence f ; D suchm n 0
that
f is K-con¤ergent to f ,n
Df is K-con¤ergent to Df ,n
L f is K-con¤ergent to L fm n m
Ž . Ž Ž ..in BUC X for e¤ery m s 0, 1, . . . . Moreo¤er, L , dom L is a K-m m m
Ž .closure of A, D for e¤ery m s 0, 1, . . .0
Proof. The proof is a modification of the proof of an analogous
w xstatement for m s 0 given in 9 and is omitted.
4. THE TRANSITION SEMIGROUP OF
SEMILINEAR EQUATION
Ž .In this section we consider an uncontrolled version of 2.1 :
'dX s AX q F X dt q Q dW ,Ž .Ž .t t t t 4.1Ž .
X s x g X , t G 0.0
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Ž . Ž . Ž x.For f g BUC X the transition semigroup P f x s Ef X of them t t
process X is well defined due to Lemma 2.2. The main tool in further
w xanalysis is a version of the Bismut]Elworthy formula proved in 14 . If
Ž . Ž . Ž .A1 and A2 hold then for all x, y g X and f g BUC X
1 tx y1r2 x , y² :² :DP f x , y s E f X Q Y , dW , 4.2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ht t s sž /t 0
where Y x, y is the unique solution of the Cauchy problemt
Ç x , y x x , yY s A q DF X Y ,Ž .Ž .t t t 4.3Ž .x , yY s y , t G 0.0
Ž x, y.The process Y may be identified with the process of mean squaret
Ž x.Gateaux derivatives of the process X with respect to x in the direc-t
tion y.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume that v ) b. Then for e¤ery m G 0 the follow-
ing holds.
Ž .i
5 5M s sup P F 1 q C m ,Ž .mm t 1
tG0
Ž .where the constant C m is defined in Lemma 2.2.1
Ž . Ž .ii For each f g BUC X and t ) 0 the function P f is FrechetÂm t
Ž .differentiable, formula 4.2 holds, and
C
5 5sup r x DP f x F f , 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . mm t 'txgX
where
¡ 1 q C 2mŽ .1
if m ) 0,( 5 5Q~C s
1
if m s 0.¢ 5 5' Q
Moreo¤er, for t G 1
yŽ vyb .Ž ty1. 5 5sup r x DP f x F Ce f . 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . mm t
xgX
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Ž .In particular, for each v g 0, v y b and t ) 01
C
yv t1sup r x DP f x F k v e , 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m t 1 'txgX
where
exp v y b y 1r2Ž .Ž .
k v s max exp v , .Ž . Ž .1 1½ 52 v y b y v' Ž .1
Ž .Proof. i Invoking Lemma 2.2 with p s m and u s 0 we obtain
1 2 mx5 5 5 5sup r x P f x F f sup r x E 1 q XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .mm t m tž /2xgX xgX
and
5 x 5 2 m 5 5 2 mE 1 q X F 1 q C m 1 q x .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .t 1
Therefore, by definition of rm
5 5sup r x P f x F 1 q C m fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . mm t 1
xgX
Ž .and i follows.
Ž . Ž .ii To prove 4.5 we will show first that
5 x , y 5 5 5 yt Žvyb .Y F y e , t G 0, y g X . 4.7Ž .t
Ž .To this end we approximate the solution to 4.3 by a sequence of strong
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž . Ž .y1solutions. Let g x s n n y A DF x , y s n n y A y and let u ben n n
a unique strong solution of the equation
u s A q g X x u ,Ž .Ç Ž .n n t n 4.8Ž .
u 0 s y .Ž .n n
Then
d 2 x² :u t s 2 A q g X u t , u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n n t n ndt
2 x² :F 2 yv u t q g X u t , u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /n n t n n
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and thereby
t t2 22 x5 5 ² :u t F y y v u s ds q g X u s , u s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hn n n n s n n
0 0
Standard arguments allow us to pass with n to infinity in the above
Ž .inequality. Therefore, taking A2 into account we obtain
t2 2 2x , y x , y5 5 5 5 5 5Y F y y 2 v y b Y dsŽ .Ht s
0
Ž . Ž .and the Gronwall Lemma yields 4.7 . Setting f s min f, n for f gn
Ž .BUC X , we find thatm
1 tx y1r2 x , y² :DP f x , y s E f X Q Y , dW 4.9² :Ž . Ž .Ž .Ht n n t s sž /t 0
and
1 t 22 x y1r2 x , y5 5² : 'DP f x , y F Ef X E Q Y dsŽ . Ž . H(ž /t n n t st 0
2 '1 1 t
5 5 5 5F E f y .m) nxž /t r X 5 5Ž . ' Qm t
Ž . Ž .This estimate yields immediately 4.4 for m s 0. To prove 4.4 for m ) 0
y2 Ž .note first that r g BUC X and thereby Lemma 4.1 yieldsm 2 m
1 1
5 5sup r x DP f F fŽ .Ž . mm t n n' 5 5t ' QxgX
=
2r xŽ .m y25 5sup 1 q C 2m rŽ .Ž . 2 m1 m) ž /r xŽ .2 mxgX
1 1
5 5F f 1 q C 2m .' Ž .mn 1' 5 5t ' Q
Therefore
1 1
5 5 5 5sup DP f F 1 q C 2m sup f - ‘' Ž .m mt n 1 n' 5 5t ' QnG1 nG1
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and the obtained estimates allow us to pass to infinity with n in the right
Ž .hand side of 4.9 . On the other hand
z² :P f x q z y y P f x s DP f x q sy , y ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht n t n t n
0
Ž . Ž .Applying 4.7 and taking the limit with respect to n we find that 4.2
Ž .holds for any f g BUC X andm
1 1 q C 2mŽ .1
5 5sup r x DP f x F fŽ . Ž .Ž . mm t (' 5 5QtxgX
Ž .which proves 4.4 . Moreover, the function f s P f is Frechet differen-Â1 1
tiable and
² : ² : x² :DP f x , y s DP f x , y s D Ef X , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .t ty1 1 1 ty1
² x x , y:s E Df X , Y , t ) 1, x , y g X .Ž .1 ty1 ty1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore, 4.5 follows from 4.7 and 4.4 . Finally, using 4.4 and 4.5
Ž .we obtain 4.6 .
PROPOSITION 4.2. For e¤ery m G 0 the operator P is bounded ont
Ž .BUC X .m
Proof. By Proposition 4.1 it is enough to show that the function r P fm t
Ž .is uniformly continuous for every f g BUC X . This follows easily fromm
the second part of Proposition 4.1.
Ž .Let F be a sequence of Frechet differentiable mappings from X to XÂn
such that F is K-convergent to F and DF is K-convergent to DF. Forn n
every n G 1 we define the process X n as a unique solution to the equation
n n n 'dX s AX q F X dt q Q dW ,Ž .Ž .t t n t t
X n s x g X , t G 0.0
n Ž . Ž n.The corresponding transition semigroup is denoted by P f x s E f X .t x t
Ž .LEMMA 4.3. For e¤ery f g BUC X and t ) 0m
lim P nf x s P f x and lim DP nf x s DP f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t t
n“‘ n“‘
uniformly on compact subsets of X .
Ž n.Proof. The proof follows from the definition of the semigroup P , thet
weak convergence of the processes X n to the process X, and the formula
Ž .4.2 .
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Ž .LEMMA 4.4. For e¤ery f g BUC X and x g Xm
t ² :P f x s R f x q R F , DP f x ds. 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ht t tys s
0
Ž .Moreo¤er, if f g dom L then for e¤ery x g Xm
P f x y f xŽ . Ž .t ² :lim s L f x q F x , Df x . 4.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .mtt“0
Ž .Proof. Let F be a sequence which satisfies conditions of Lemma 4.3n
n w xand let P be the corresponding semigroup. Then by the result in 15t
tn n² :P f x s R f x q R F , DP f x ds, x g X ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ht t tys n s
0
Ž . w xfor every f g BUC X . Moreover, by the result in 10
R f x s G t , x , y f y m dy , f g L2 X , m ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht
X
Ž .where m is the invariant measure of the semigroup R and G denotes itst
transition kernel. Hence for every n G 1
tn n² :P f x s R f x q G t y s, x , y F y , DP f y m dy ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht t n s
0 X
Ž .Due to Lemma 4.3 we can pass with n to infinity and obtain 4.10 for
Ž . Ž . ² Ž . Ž .:f g BUC X . For any f g BUC X the function s “ F x , DP f xm s
w xis continuous for s ) 0 and integrable on 0, t by Proposition 4.1. Hence
the operator
t ² :f “ R F , DP f ? dsŽ .Ž .H tys s
0
Ž .is well defined on BUC X and coincides with P y R which concludem t t
Ž . Ž . 1 Ž . Ž .the proof of 4.10 . Since dom L ; BUC X Eq. 4.11 follow easilym m
Ž .from 4.10 .
Similarly as for the Ornstein]Uhlenbeck transition semigroup we define
Ž .the resolvent of the semigroup P pointwise by the formulat
‘
F ya tJ f x s e P f x dt , a ) 0, f g BUC X , x g X .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ha t m
0
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F Ž .THEOREM 4.5. For e¤ery a ) 0 the operator J is bounded in BUC X ,a m
1 q C mŽ .1F5 5 5 5J f F f 4.12Ž .m ma a
F F Ž . F Fand J y J s b y a J J for any a , b ) 0. Finally, for any a ) 0 anda b a b
Ž .f g BUC Hm
F ² F :J f x s J f x q J F , DJ f x , x g X , 4.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a a a a
Ž .where we use the same notation J for the resol¤ent of the semigroup Ra t
Ž . Ž . 5 5 Fin BUC X and BUC X . In particular, if Df - ‘ then J f g0m mq1 a
Ž .dom L for m G 1.m
Ž .Proof. The estimate 4.2 follows from Lemma 4.1 and by standard
arguments we obtain the resolvent identity for y F. Using the same argu-a
ments as in the proof of Proposition 4.1 we find that for certain constants
b , b ) 01 2
‘ 1
F F ya t 5 5 5 5r x J f x yr y J f y F b qb e dt f xyy ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . H mm a m a 1 2ž /'t0
which yields uniform continuity of r J Ff and the continuity of J F onm a a
Ž . Ž .BUC X follows. For every f g BUC X Lemma 4.4 yieldsm m
‘
F ya tJ f x s e R f x dtŽ . Ž .Ha t
0
‘ ‘
ya s ya Ž tys. ² :q e e R F , DP f x dt dsŽ .Ž .H H tys s
0 s
‘ ‘ ‘
ya t ya t ya ss e R f x dt q e R F , D e P f ds x dtŽ . Ž .H H Ht t s¦ ;ž /0 0 0
‘
ya t F² :s e R F , DJ f q f x dtŽ .Ž .H t a
0
Ž .as desired. The last part of the theorem follows immediately from 4.12 .
Ž .COROLLARY 4.6. a For e¤ery m G 0 there exists a unique closed opera-
F Ž . F Ž F .y1tor L in BUC X such that J s a y L for e¤ery a ) 0.m m a m
Ž . F Ž F . Ž .b The operator L is K-closed. Moreo¤er, dom L ; dom Lm m mq1
Ž . Ž F .l BUC X for e¤ery m G 0 and for e¤ery f g dom Lm m
F ² :L f x s L f x q F x , Df x , x g X . 4.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m mq1
Ž . Ž .If Df g BUC X then f g dom L .0 m
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F Ž .Proof. Since the operator J is bounded in BUC X and satisfies thea m
Ž . wresolvent identity by Theorem 4.6, part a follows from Theorem 1 of 27,
x Fp. 216 . The proof that L is K-closed follows by the same arguments as inm
w xthe proof of Remark 2.11 in 9 . To prove the last part of the corollary take
Ž F . F Ž .f g dom L . Then f s J c for a certain c g BUC X . Ifm a m
5 51 q x Dc xŽ . Ž .
sup - ‘ 4.15Ž .2 m5 51 q xxgX
² : Ž . Ž . Ž .then F, Df g BUC X and by 4.13 and Lemma 4.4 4.14 holds.m
Ž . Ž .Assume that c g BUC X is arbitrary. Then there exists a sequence cm n
Ž .which is K-convergent to c and 4.15 holds for every c . As a conse-n
quence we find that the sequence f s J Fc is K-convergent to f andn a n
F ² :L f x s L f x q F x , Df x , x g X . 4.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m n m n n
F Ž . F Ž . Ž . F Ž .Moreover, L f x s a J c x y c x “ L f x in the sense of K-m n a n n m
convergence since LF is K-closed and by the same argument LF f ism mq1 n
K-convergent to LF f s LF f. Because DJ F is a bounded operator onmq 1 m a
Ž . FBUC X and K-continuous it follows also that DJ c is K-convergent tom a n
F Ž .DJ c in BUC X . Therefore L f is also K-convergent and sincea mq1 mq1 n
Ž .L is closed we find that f g dom L and L f is K-convergentmq 1 mq1 mq1 n
Ž .to L f. Finally, we can conclude the proof of 4.14 passing to the limitmq 1
Ž .in 4.16 .
DEFINITION 4.7. The operator LF defined in Corollary 4.6 will bem
Ž . Ž .called the generator of the transition semigroup P on BUC X .t m
In Section 5 we will need properties of the transition semigroup corre-
sponding to the equation
x x x x 'dX s AX q F X y u X dt q Q dW ,Ž . Ž .ÄŽ .t t t t t 4.17Ž .
X x s x ,0
Ž .where u: X “ X is bounded and continuous. By Lemma 2.1 Eq. 4.17 hasÄ
uÄ x xŽ . Ž . Ž .a unique weak solution. For f g BUC X we define P f X s Ef x .m t t t
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.8. For e¤ery f g BUC X there exists a unique solutionm
g of the integral equation
t ² :g t , x s P f x y P u , Dg s x ds, x g X , 4.18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÄHt tys
0
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w x Ž . 1 Ž .such that g : 0, T = X “ R is jointly continuous and g t g BUC X form
uÄŽ . Ž .e¤ery t ) 0. Moreo¤er, g t, x s P f x for t G 0, x g X andt
u uÄ Ä' 5 5 5 5sup t DP f q sup DP f - ‘. 4.19Ž .Ž .Ž .m mt t
tF1 t)1
Ž .Proof. We will consider the second term in 4.19 only. Other parts of
w xthe proposition may be obtained in a similar way as Theorem 9.24 in 15 .
uÄ' 5 5 Ž .In particular, t DP f is uniformly bounded in t F 1. Taking 4.18mt
into account we obtain for a fixed t ) 1 and n G 10
nt0u uÄ ÄDP f x s DP f x y DP u , DP f x ds² :Ž . Ž . Ž .ÄH ž /nt nt s nt ys0 0 0
0
ny1 Ž .kq1 t0 uÄs DP f x y DP u , DP f x ds² :Ž . Ž .ÄÝ H ž /nt s nt ys0 0
kt0ks0
ny1
t0 uÄs DP f x y DP u , DP f x ds.² :Ž . Ž .ÄÝ H ž /nt k t qs Žnyk . t ys0 0 0
0ks0
Therefore by Proposition 4.1 there exist constants c , c , g ) 0 such that1 2
ny1
uÄ5 5 5 5 5 5DP f F DP f q 1 q DPÝm m mnt nt k t0 0 0ž /
ks1
=
t0 uÄsup r x P u , DP f x ds² :Ž . Ž .ÄH ž /m s Žnyk . t ys0ž /0xgX
‘1 1
yg n yg k5 5 5 5F c e f q c f 1 q eÝm m1 2 ž /' 'n kks1
Ž .and 4.19 follows.
5. DISCOUNTED COST PROBLEM
Ž . Ž .In this section we study the discounted cost problem 2.1 , 2.4 . The
formal HJ equation for this has the form
1
2 ² :a ¤ x s tr QD ¤ x q Ax q F x , D¤ x q f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a a a2
y H D¤ x , 5.1Ž . Ž .Ž .a
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where H is the Hamiltonian of the problem which, under our assumptions,
is Lipschitz continuous and convex. It is well known that the requirement
Ž .on the solution ¤ to satisfy 5.1 in the classical sense is too stringent.a
Ž .Therefore, we need to consider the solution to 5.1 in a mild sense. After
Ž .proving the existence and uniqueness of the mild solution to 5.1 we will
identify it with the optimal cost and show that the optimal control can be
written in a feedback form.
1 Ž .DEFINITION 5.1. A function ¤ g BUC X is said to be a solution tom
Ž .Eq. 5.1 if
‘
ya t¤ x s e P f y H D¤ x dt. 5.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H t
0
Ž . Ž .Remark 5.2. It follows from 5.2 that ¤ is a solution to 5.1 if and only
if
a ¤ s LF ¤ q f y H D¤ . 5.3Ž . Ž .m
Ž . Ž .Moreover, if 5.3 holds then by part b of Corollary 4.6
² :a ¤ x s L ¤ x q F x , D¤ x q f x y H D¤ x . 5.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .mq 1
Ž . w xEquation 5.1 has been considered in 19 under the assumptions that
Ž .f g BUC X and F is bounded. The lemma below extends the results of
w x19 to the case of unbounded F.
Ž .LEMMA 5.3. Assume that f g BUC X . Then the following holds.
Ž . 1Ž .a For e¤ery a ) 0 there exists a unique solution ¤ g BUC X ofa
Ž .Eq. 5.1 .
Ž .b The solution ¤ may be identified with the ¤alue function for thea
Ž . Ž . Ž .control problem 2.1 , 2.3 . Moreo¤er, u s DH D¤ is the optimizingÃa a
feedback control.
Ž .c For e¤ery a ) 0 and m G 0 there exist a, b ) 0 such that
5 5 5 5D¤ F a f q b.m ma
Ž . Ž .d For e¤ery m G 0 and u g 0, 1 sufficiently small there exists a s1
Ž .a m, u ) 0 such that1
5 5 5 5 5 5D¤ F a f q D¤ . 5.5Ž .Ž .u , mq1 m ma 1 a
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Taking A2 into account parts a and b follow by an easy
w xmodification of the proof of Theorem 3.11 in 19 .
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Ž . Ž a .c By P we denote the transition semigroup corresponding to thet
closed loop equation
a a a a 'dX s AX q F X y u X dt q Q dW ,Ž . Ž .ÃŽ .t t t a t t½ X s x ,0
Ž . fwhere u is the optimal control introduced in b . Since ¤ is the optimalÃa a
Ž . Ž .cost for the discounted cost control problem 2.1 , 2.3 , we have
‘
ya t a¤ x s e P f q h u x dtŽ . Ž .Ž .ÃŽ .Ha t a
0
and therefore by Proposition 4.8 there exists c ) 0 such that
5 5D¤ F f q h uŽ .Ãma a m
=
‘11
a a ya t' 5 5 5 5sup t DP dt q sup DP e dtŽ .m H mHt tž /'t0 1tF1 t)1
5 5F c f q sup h zŽ .mž /
5 5z Fr
Ž .which yields c .
Ž . Ž .d Invoking part b of Lemma 3.2 we find that
‘
5 5 ² :D¤ F C u M t F , D¤ q f y H D¤ dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ha u , mq1 u a a mq1
0
5 5 5 5 5 5F c F D¤ q c f q cŽ 1 m m1 a 2 3
‘
5 5qc D¤ C u M t dtŽ . Ž ..m H4 a u
0
for some constants c , c , c , c , and c independent of a ) 0 and f0 3 4 5 6
Ž .which yields 5.5 .
Ž .LEMMA 5.4. For e¤ery m G 0 and a ) 0 and f g BUC X there existsm
Ž . Ž .a solution ¤ to Eq. 5.1 . Moreo¤er, 5.5 holds for ¤ .a a
Proof. In the proof below we write for the sake of simplicity ¤ instead
of ¤ . Let a ) 0 and m G 0 be fixed and leta
5 5¡f x if x F n ,Ž .~ nxf x sŽ .n 5 5f if x ) n.¢ ž /5 5x
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Ž . Ž .By Lemma 5.3 there exists a unique solution ¤ g BUC X to 5.1n
corresponding to f andn
F¤ x F J f y H D¤ x , x g X . 5.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n a n n
5 Ž .5 Ž . Ž .Since sup f y H D¤ - ‘ by c of Lemma 5.3 and 5.6 it followsmnG1 n n
that
5 5 5 5sup ¤ q D¤ - ‘.Ž .m mn n
nG1
² : Ž . 5 5Hence, putting c s f q F, D¤ yH D¤ we obtain sup c -‘.mn n n n nG1 n
 4 Since ¤ s J c Lemma 3.1 implies that the families ¤ : n G 1 and D¤ :n a n n n
4 2Ž . 2Ž .n G 1 are relatively compact in L X , m and L X , m; X , respectively.
Therefore, for a certain subsequence, still denoted by ¤ ,n
lim ¤ s ¤ and lim D¤ s wn n
n“‘ n“‘
2Ž . 2Ž .for certain ¤ g L X , m and w g L X , m; X . Finally, since D is closable
2Ž . 1, 2Ž .in L X , m we obtain ¤ g W X , m and w s D¤ . Since
‘
ya t¤ x s e G t , x , y dt f y y H D¤ y m dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H Hn n nž /X 0
we find that ¤ converges to ¤ for every x g X and by Lemma 5.3 and then
Lipschitz property of H
r x ¤ xŽ . Ž .m n
‘
ya t y1 5 5F r x e G t , x , y dt r y a f q b m dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H mm m 1 1ž /X 0
5 5 y1s a f q b r x J r x 5.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m1 1 m a m
for certain a , b ) 0. Therefore, passing with n to infinity we find that for1 1
a certain c ) 0
5 5 5 5¤ F c 1 q f .Ž .m m
Since
r x ¤ x y r y ¤ y F r xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Žm n m n m
yr y ¤ x q r y ¤ x y ¤ yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..m n m n n
Ž .Lemma 5.3 and 5.6 yield for a certain c ) 02
r x ¤ x y r y ¤ yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m n m n
F r x y r y ry1 x cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .m m m 2
5 5q x y y r y sup D¤ x q z y y x .Ž . Ž .Ž .m n
0FzF1
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Hence, invoking Lemma 5.3 again and proceeding in the same way as in
 4the proof of Proposition 4.1 we find that the family r ¤ : n G 1 ism n
equi-uniformly continuous and thereby ¤ has uniformly continuous modi-
Ž .fication. Similarly, d of Lemma 5.3 implies that D¤ are Holder-conti-Èn
nuous uniformly in n G 1. Hence, r D¤ has a uniformly continuousm
Ž .modification and D¤ g BUC X again by Lemma 5.3.m
Ž .THEOREM 5.5. For e¤ery f g BUC X and a ) 0 the ¤alue functionm
Ž . Ž . Ž .V x s inf V x, u is a unique solution of Eq. 5.1 . Moreo¤er, thea ug U a
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .optimal state X sol¤es Eq. 2.1 with the optimal control u X sÃt t
ÃŽ Ž ..DH D¤ X .a t
w xProof. The proof is a simple modification of the proof given in 19 for
the case of bounded function F and f. The main ingredient is the identity
‘
ya t ² :¤ x q E e H D¤ X y u , D¤ X q h u dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ha x , u a t t a t tž /0
s V x , uŽ .a
which holds for every u g U and x g X . This identity has been proved in
w x19 for the case of bounded function f and F. The case of F Lipschitz
Ž .and f g BUC X follows by approximation due to Corollary 4.6 andm
Lemma 3.4.
6. HJ EQUATION FOR THE ERGODIC
CONTROL PROBLEM
Ž . Ž .In this section we assume, additional to A1 ] A4 , the following condi-
tion
v' 1
A5 r - for some v g 0, v y b ,Ž . Ž .1'Ck v pŽ .1
Ž .where k v and C are defined in Proposition 4.1.1
uÄÄ Ž .For a Markov control u g U denote by P the transition semigroupÄ t
Ž .corresponding to Eq. 2.2 and let
Ä ÄU s u g U : u is continuous . 4Ä Äc
1Ž .PROPOSITION 6.1. There exists a function l g L 0, ‘ such that
uÄ5 5 5 5DP f F l t f , t ) 0,Ž .m mt
Ä Ž .for each u g U and f g BUC X .Ä c m
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uÄ 1 Ž .Proof. Since u is bounded, Proposition 4.8 yields P f g BUC X forÄ t m
all t ) 0 and
tu uÄ Ä² :P f x s P f x q P y u ? , DP f ? x ds. 6.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÄŽ .Ht t tys s
0
uÄ5 5 Ž . Ž .Since the function t “ DP f is measurable 6.1 and 4.5 yield formt
0 - v - v y b1
Ck v Crk vŽ . Ž .t1 1u yv t yv Ž tys. uÄ Ä1 15 5 5 5 5 5DP f F e f q e DP f ds.m m H mt s' 't t y s0
Ž . Ž .5 5Now we can use Lemma 2.4 with a s v , c s rCk v , c s Ck v f m1 2 1 1 1
1and b s to obtain2
uÄ5 5 5 5DP f F Ck v g t f , 6.2Ž . Ž . Ž .m mt 1
1Ž .where g g L 0, ‘ is given by Lemma 2.4.
Ž . Ž .The formal HJ equation for the problem 2.1 , 2.4 has the form
1
2 ² :tr QD ¤ x q Ax q F x , D¤ x q f x y H D¤ x y l s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
2
6.3Ž .
Ž . 1 Ž .DEFINITION 6.2. A pair ¤ , l g BUC X = R is called a solution tom
Ž . 1 Ž . Ž .Eq. 6.3 in the space BUC X = R if ¤ g dom L and for every x g Xm m
² :L ¤ x q F x , D¤ x q f x y H D¤ x y l s 0. 6.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m
LEMMA 6.3. The following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž . 1 Ž .a ¤ g BUC X ,m




² :¤ x s R F , D¤ q f y H D¤ y l x dt 6.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H t
0
with the integral con¤erging absolutely for e¤ery x g X .
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1 Ž .b The pair ¤ , l is a solution to 6.3 in BUC X = R.m
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. It easy to check the a implies b . Assume that b holds and
define
² :c x s F x , D¤ x q f x y H D¤ x y l.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž .Let L denote the generator of the semigroup R when considered inm t
2Ž . Ž .L X , m . The operator L is an extension of L ; hence ¤ g dom L .m m m
Ž . ² :Since m is an invariant measure for the semigroup R we have L ¤ , 1t m
² : Ž .s 0 and by the definition of ¤ we find that c , 1 s 0 which gives 6.5 .m
Ž .Then invoking Lemma 3.1 b we find that
‘
R c x dt - ‘ m-a.s.Ž .H t
0
Ž . Ž .and since R c x is continuous in t, x the absolute convergence holdst
for all x g X . Putting
‘
ya tu x s e R c x dtŽ . Ž .Ha t
0
we find that u is K-convergent to u for a “ 0 anda 0
a y L u s c .Ž .m a
Ž . Ž .Since L is K-closed in BUC X 6.6 follows.m m
Ž .To prove existence of a solution to 6.3 we will need first uniform
Ž .estimates on solution to the HJ equation 5.1 .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6.4. Let ¤ be the unique solution to 5.1 in BUC X . Thena m
5 5sup D¤ - ‘.ma
a)0
Ž .Proof. Since ¤ x is the optimal cost for the discounted controla
Ž . Ž .problem 2.1 , 2.3 , we have
‘
ya t aV x s e P f q h u x dt , 6.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÃŽ .Ha t a
0
by Theorem 5.5, where P a is the transition semigroup corresponding tot
the closed loop equation
a a a a 'dX s AX q F X y u X dt q Q dW ,Ž . Ž .ÃŽ .t t t a t t 6.8Ž .
a½ X s x ,0
ÄŽ .and u s DH D¤ is the optimal control. By Theorem 5.5 u g U ;Ã Ãa a a c
Ž .therefore Proposition 6.1 and 6.7 yield
‘




aF sup r x DP f q h u x dtŽ . Ž .Ž .ÃŽ .Hm t až /0xgX
‘
F f q h u l t dtŽ .Ž .Ã Ha m
0
‘
5 5 < <F f q 2 sup h z l t dt.Ž Ž .m Hž /
05 5z Fr
Ä Ž .Remark 6.5. Assume that F s F y bI g BUC X with b - v. Then
5 5Remark 5.3 allows us to find a uniform in a ) 0 estimate on D¤ in a0a
Ä b t Ž .way different from Lemma 6.4. For R s e R and f g BUC X thet t
Ä5 5norms DR f can be estimated as follows:0t
k v 1Ž .1 yv t1Ä5 5DR f F e 6.9Ž .0t '5 5 t' Q
Ž . Ž .for 0 - v - v y b , where k v is defined in Proposition 4.2. Since 5.41 1
yields
Ä Ä² :L¤ q F , D¤ q f y H D¤ s a ¤ ,Ž .a a a a
Ä Ä Ž .where L is the generator of the semigroup R in BUC X , we havet
Ä Ä² : ² :L¤ q F , D¤ y u , D¤ q f q h u s a ¤ 6.10Ž .Ž .Ã Ãa a a a a a
and therefore
‘
ya t Ä Ä² : ² :¤ x s e R F , D¤ y u , D¤ q f q h u x dt. 6.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã ÃH ž /a t a a a a
0
Ž . Ž .Differentiating in 6.11 and taking into account 6.9 we get
‘k vŽ .1 y1r2 yv t1Ä5 5 5 5 5 5D¤ F k q F q r t e dt D¤ , 6.12Ž .Ž .0 0 H 0a 1 až /5 5' Q 0
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where k is a constant. Thus setting1
‘
y1r2 yv t1B v s t e dtŽ . H1
0
5 5we find that D¤ are bounded uniformly in a ) 0 provided0a
5 5' QÄ5 5r q F - 6.13Ž .0 k v B vŽ . Ž .1 1
Ä5 5for some 0 - v - v y b. So in this case F has to be small enough but01
it does not have to be dissipative.
Set
1
² :c a s f q F , D¤ y H D¤ x m dx 6.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H a aa X
Ž . Ž .and ¤ s ¤ y c a . We shall prove the existence of a solution to Eq. 6.3a a
Ž Ž ..by sapsage to the limit in the sequence ¤ , ac a .a
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 6.6. Let f g BUC X . Then there exists a solution ¤ , l tom
Ž . 1 Ž .Eq. 6.3 in the space BUC X = R.mq 1
Proof. Step 1. We show first that the equation
‘
² :¤ s R f q F , D¤ y H D¤ y l dtŽ .Ž .H t
0
2Ž .has a solution in L X , m . Let
² :c s f q F , D¤ y H D¤Ž .a a a
and
² :c s c y c , 1 .ma a a
Then by Lemma 6.4
5 5sup c - ‘ 6.15Ž .ma
a
and ¤ s J c . Hencea a a
‘
5 5 5 5 5 5¤ F R c dt F c c . 6.16Ž .m H m ma t a a
0
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Similarly, in view of Lemma 3.1 we find that
‘
5 5 5 5 5 5D¤ F DR dt c . 6.17Ž .m H m ma t a
0
 4 2Ž .We will show that the family ¤ : a ) 0 is relatively compact in L X , m .a
Indeed,
‘ ‘
ya t¤ s e y 1 R c dt q R c dt 6.18Ž . Ž .H Ha t a t a
0 0
Ž .and by 6.15
‘
ya tlim e y 1 R c dt s 0Ž .H t a
a“0 0
Ž .uniformly in c . On the other hand Lemma 3.1 and 6.15 yield relativea
compactness of the family
‘
R c dt : a ) 0H t a½ 5
0
Ž . Ž .and the claim follows. Similarly, combining Lemma 3.1, 6.15 , and 6.17
2 4 Ž .we find that the set D¤ : a ) 0 is relatively compact in L X , m; X .a
1, 2Ž .Since the operator D with the domain W X , m is closed there exists a
subsequence a “ 0 such thatn
2 2¤ “ ¤ in L X , m , D¤ “ D¤ in L X , m ; XŽ . Ž .a an n
1, 2Ž . Žfor a certain ¤ g W X , m note that D¤ and D¤ coincide because ¤a a a
.and ¤ differ just by a constant . Also, by Lemma 6.4 it is obvious thata
< Ž . < Ž .ac a is bounded for a ) 0; therefore a c a “ 0 for a subsequencen n
2Ž .a “ 0 and a certain l g R. It follows that in L X , mn
‘
² :¤ s R f q F , D¤ y H D¤ y l dt.Ž .Ž .H t
0
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .We shall check that the pair ¤ , l satisfies Eq. 6.3 in L X , m . Since
Ž . Ž .¤ g dom L , where L denotes the generator of the semigroup R ina m m t
2Ž . Ž .L X , m , and ¤ satisfies 5.4 we find thata
² :L ¤ q F , D¤ y H D¤ q f y a ¤ y ac a s 0 6.19Ž . Ž .Ž .m a a a a
for a ) 0. By the first part of the proof
H D¤ “ H D¤ , a ¤ “ 0 6.20Ž . Ž .Ž .a n an n
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2Ž . Ž .in L X , m . Choosing possibly a subsequence again denoted by a wen
find that D¤ “ D¤ m-a.e., so by the Dominated Convergence Theoreman
we obtain
2² : ² :F , D¤ “ F , D¤ in L X , m . 6.21Ž . Ž .an
2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By 6.20 and 6.21 Eq. 6.19 implies that L ¤ “ c in L X , m for am a n
2Ž . 2Ž .certain c g L X , m and since L is closed in L X , m we conclude thatm
Ž .¤ g dom L andm
² :L ¤ s y F , D¤ q H D¤ y f q l 6.22Ž . Ž .m
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .so that ¤ , l is a solution to equation 6.4 in L X , m .
Ž .Step 2: Existence in BUC X = R.mq 1
Ž .Let a be such a sequence thatn
¤ “ ¤ and D¤ “ D¤ m-a.s. 6.23Ž .a an n
Invoking the proof of Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 6.4 we find that r ¤ :m a
4a ) 0 is a family of functions which are uniformly continuous uniformly
in a ) 0 and thereby r ¤ has a uniformly continuous modification andm
5 5 Ž .¤ - ‘. Similarly, 6.22 yields Holder continuity of D¤ uniformly onÈmq 1
5 5bounded sets. Hence D¤ - ‘ and r D¤ is uniformly continuous.mq 1 mq1
1 Ž . Ž .It follows that ¤ g BUC X and by Lemma 6.3 ¤ , l is a solution tomq 1
Ž . Ž .6.3 in BUC X = R.mq 1
Ž . Ž .Let ¤ , l be any solution to 6.3 . The next theorem provides the
characterization of l. Note that in the result below we do not need
Ž .condition A5 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 6.7. Let ¤ , l be any solution to Eq. 6.3 . Then
Äl s inf J x , u , x g X ,Ž .
ugU
Ž .that is, l is the optimal cost, hence unique. The feedback control u x sÃ
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .DH D¤ x is an optimal control for the problem 2.1 , 2.3 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Take a sequence ¤ ; dom L satisfying the conditions ofn 0
Lemma 3.5 with f and f replaced by ¤ and ¤ respectively. Setn n
² :f x s l q H D¤ x y F x , D¤ x y L ¤ x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n 0 n
Lemma 3.5 implies that for a certain subsequence still denoted by n f isn
K-convergent to f and
mq 15 5f x F k 1 q x , x g X .Ž . Ž .n
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Ž .Applying the Ito formula to the solution of Eq. 2.1 with u g U and the
Ž .function ylt q ¤ x we obtain for x g X and t ) 0n
t
ylt q E ¤ X s ¤ x q E yl q L ¤ XŽ . Ž . Ž .ŽHx , u n t n x , u 0 n s
0
² : ² :q F X , D¤ X y u , D¤ X ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . .s n s s n s
Thus
lt s E ¤ X y ¤ xŽ . Ž .x , u n t n
t ² :q E f X y H D¤ X q u , D¤ X ds. 6.24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hx , u n s n s s n s
0
Passing with n to infinity we find that
lt s E ¤ X y ¤ xŽ . Ž .x , u t
t ² :q E f X y H D¤ X q u , D¤ X ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hx , u s s s s
0
By the definition of H
² :f X y H D¤ X q u , D¤ X F f X q h uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s s s s s s
Ž Ž ..with the equality attained for u s DH D¤ X . Hence, invoking Lem-s s
ma 2.2 we obtain for t ) 0 and x g X
1 k 1 tg5 5l F E ¤ X y 1 q x q E f X q h u dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hx , u t x , u s st t t 0
and
1 1 1 t
l s E ¤ X y ¤ x q E f X q h u X ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÃŽ .Hx , u t x , u s sÃ Ãt t t 0
Passing with t to infinity we find that
1 t
l F lim inf E f X q h u dsŽ . Ž .Ž .Hx , u s stt“‘ 0
and
1 t
l s lim inf E f X q h u X ds. 6.25Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÃŽ .Hx , u s sÃtt“‘ 0
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Ž .The limit in 6.25 exists and is equal to
l s f y q h u y m dyŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ã ÃH
X
Ž w x.by the Strong Law of Large Numbers cf. 23 for all x g X , where m isÃ
Ž .the invariant measure of the closed loop equation 2.1 with u s u.Ã
Ž . Ž .By Theorem 6.7, if ¤ , l is a solution to 6.3 then l is the optimal cost
Ž . Ž .for the ergodic control problem 2.1 , 2.4 ; hence l is uniquely deter-
mined. In the following theorem we show that ¤ is also uniquely deter-
Ž Ž .mined up to an additive constant clearly, ¤ q c, l is also a solution of
.the ergodic control problem for any c g R .
Ž .THEOREM 6.8. For any m G m q 1 Eq. 6.3 has exactly one solution0
Ž . 1 Ž . Ž .¤ , l g BUC X = R such that ¤ 0 s 0. Moreo¤er,m
t ntr¤ x s lim inf lim E f X q h u X y l ds , 6.26Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hx , u s sž /r“0q t“‘Ä 0ugU
where t stands for the first hitting time of the ball B .r r
Proof. In the proof p is a large enough generic constant which can may
Ž . Ž .be different in different formulas. Let w, l be any solution to 6.3 such
Ž .that w g BUC X . Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 6.7 we find am
sequence w g D such thatn 0
w “ w , Dw “ Dw , L w “ L wn n k n k
uniformly on compact sets in X and
p5 5 5 5Dw F c , L w x F c 1 q x 6.27Ž . Ž . Ž .mn 1 m n 2
Ž .for some c , c , p large enough, independent of n. Clearly w , l solves1 2 n
Ž .Eq. 6.3 with f replaced with
² :f s l q H Dw y F , Dw y L w .Ž .n n n k n
Ž Ž ..Putting u s DH Dw X we obtain by the Ito formulas s
t ntrE w X s w x q E H Dw X y f XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . ŽHx , u n t n t n x , u n s n sr
0
² :y u , Dw X q l ds 6.33Ž . Ž ..s n s
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for x g X , t ) 0 and r ) 0. Hence, passing with n to infinity and taking
into account the definition of H we find that
t ntrE w X s w x q E yf X y h u q l ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Hx , u t n t x , u s sr
0
< Ž . < 5 5 5 5Furthermore, note that w x F c x for x F 1 and3
p5 5w x F c 1 q x , x g XŽ . Ž .4
Ž . Ž .for some c , c ) 0 by 6.27 , and the solution X of 2.2 is recurrent for3 4
Ž w x.each Markov control cf. 24 . Thus
E w X s E I w X q I w X “ E w XŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , u t n t x , u Žt F t . t Žt ) t . t x , u tr r r r r
6.28Ž .
Žas t “ ‘ by the Dominated Convergence Theorem and Lemma 2.2 note
< Ž . < .that w X F c r a.s. for r - 1 . Consequentlyt 3r
t ntrw x G lim E f X q h u X y l ds y c rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hx , u s s 1
0t“‘
t ntrG inf lim E f X q h u X y l ds y c r .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hx , u s s 1
Ä 0ugU t“‘
Hence
t ntrw x G lim inf lim E f X q h u X y l ds. 6.29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hx , u s s
Ä 0ugUr“0q t“‘
Ž . Ž .Now, let ¤ , l be the solution to Eq. 6.3 found in Theorems 6.6 and 6.7
Ž .we preserve the notation introduced in those theorems . For each a ) 0
Ž n.there exists, by Lemma 3.4, a sequence ¤ ; D such thata 0
¤ n “ ¤ , D¤ n “ D¤ , L ¤ n “ L ¤a a a m a m a
uniformly on compact sets in X and for a certain p ) 0
pn n n5 5 5 5D¤ F k , ¤ x q L ¤ x F k 1 q xŽ . Ž . Ž .ma 1 a m a 2
for some k , k ) 0. Define1 2
n n n ² n: nf s a ¤ q H D¤ y F , D¤ y L ¤ .Ž .a a a a m a
Clearly, f n “ f as n “ ‘ for each a ) 0, the convergence being uniforma
on compat sets in X and
pn 5 5f x F k 1 q xŽ . Ž .a 3
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Äfor some k , p ) 0. By the Ito formula we have for each u g U3
E eya Žt r n t .¤ n X y c a y ¤ 0Ž . Ž .Ž .x , u a t n tr
F E eya Žt r n t .¤ XŽ .x , u a t n tr
t ntr ya sq E e f X q h u X ds y c a y ¤ 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hx , u s s
0
It follows that
¤ x y c a y ¤ 0Ž . Ž . Ž .a
t ntr ya sF E e f X q h u X y a ¤ X dsŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Hx , u s s a t n tr
0
q E ¤ X y c a y ¤ 0 .Ž . Ž .Ž .x , u a t n tr
Since
² :a ¤ s L ¤ q F , D¤ y H D¤ q f ,Ž .a m a a a
D¤ s D¤ “ D¤ and L ¤ s L ¤ “ L ¤a a m a m a m
uniformly on compacts and all the function above are polynomially bounded
we have for every x g X , t ) 0 and r ) 0
lim E a ¤ X s lŽ .x , u a t n tra“0
Ž . Ž .and from 6.23 and the local equicontinuity of ¤ it follows thata
E ¤ X y c a s E ¤ X “ E ¤ XŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .x , u a t n t x , u a t n t x , u t n tr r r
as a “ 0. Therefore
t ntr¤ x y ¤ 0 F E f X q h u X y l dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hx , u s s
0
q E ¤ X y ¤ 0Ž .Ž .x , u t n tr
Ž .and taking t “ ‘ similarly as in 6.28 we obtain for 0 - r - 1 and a
constant c ) 05
t ntr¤ x y ¤ 0 F lim sup E f X q h u X y l dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hx , u s s
0t“‘
q E ¤ X y ¤ 0Ž .Ž .x , u t r




¤ x y ¤ 0Ž . Ž .
t ntrF lim inf inf lim sup E f X q h u X y l dsŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hx , u s s
r“0 Ä 0t“‘ugU
Ž . Ž Ž ..which together with 6.29 where w s ¤ y ¤ 0 yields
¤ x y ¤ 0Ž . Ž .
t ntrs lim inf lim sup E f X q h u X y l dsŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hx , u s s
r“0q Ä 0t“‘ugU
and
w G ¤ y ¤ 0 6.30Ž . Ž .
for each w, satisfying the assumptions of the theorem. It remains to prove
Ž . Ž .a converse inequality. Setting ¤ s ¤ y ¤ 0 , u s DH D¤ and U s w y ¤Ä Ä Ä Ä
we obtain
² : ² :L U q F , DU y u , DU F 0Äm
Ž .by the definition of H and Eq. 6.3 which is satisfied by both w and ¤ .Ä
Now, taking the sequence w “ w from the first part of this proof and ann
Ž . Ž .analogous sequence ¤ ; dom L , ¤ “ ¤ we getÄn 0 n
² : ² :L w y ¤ q F , D w y ¤ y u , D w y ¤ F d ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Äm n n n n n n n
where d “ 0 uniformly on compacts and d is uniformly polynomiallyn n
bounded. By the Ito formula we find that
t
E U X s lim E w X y ¤ X F lim E d X ds F 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Hx , u t x .u n t t x , u n sÄ Ä Ä
n“‘ n“‘ 0
Ž .and therefore by 6.30
U X s 0 P s a.s. 6.31Ž . Ž .t x , uÄ
Ž .However, the Markov semigroup corresponding to Eq. 2.2 with any
Ä Ž w x.Markov control u g U is irreducible cf. 23 , which means that the closedÄ
support of the probability law of X is the whole space X for any t ) 0.t
Ž .This together with 6.31 and continuity of U implies U s 0.
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